Dear Community,

Book lovers have arrived for Curbside Pickup in cars, on bikes, on foot and even horseback! And since we expanded curbside service to five days per week, there's even more opportunity to safely retrieve the books you want. Still need help scheduling a Curbside Pickup appointment? Nadia or me are here to help.

We hope your summer has been full of good health and good reads. Follow below for more ways to explore with your library.

**Join Our Summer Learning Showcase**

Things may look a little different this year, but checkers is a lot of creativity and discovery, so be sure to stop by The Dream Keeper and Other Poems by Langston Hughes, illustrated by Brian Pinkney for our Summer Learning Showcase! From the website, you’ll find exciting articles, resources, and more! We’ve taken special action with rocks, magic, discovery, and more. The books that showcase the summer, includingicorn’s performance of El Alambre de Carol de Paniagua, renowned for its audience, are available for your own and not available here.

**Explore Our Expanded Magazines Collection**

Our magazines collection grows both in size and capacity as we provide access to the full range of 3,700 titles available through RBdigital eMagazines. Discover complete digital editions of your favorite magazines like National Geographic, The New Yorker, The Atlantic, and more. Explore and experience a year’s worth of articles, tables, or animations. Read all five to learn more about capturing our expanded magazines collection.

**Need Something to Read or Stream? Try Staff Lists**

Are you in need of reading books, check out our favorite books! Our staff hand-picks stories on relevant topics across genres and for all age groups. For instance, children could always turn to fiction for new characters, diverse lead characters, and adults can catch a wave with sailing titles to enliven, read or listen!

**Upgrade Your Business Skills With Our eResources**

Are you a small business owner looking for a way to grow your business during rapidly changing times? You may find our online resources to be particularly worthwhile. In addition to our collection of free online tools, we offer professional development to help you get started. Boost your knowledge on topics such as leadership, small business marketing, finance essentials, and much more.

**Staff Picks**

Our Staff Picks titles are available digitally through online resources or in print through Curbside Pickup. Happy reading!

---

**Children’s Book: Just Add Glitter by Angela Belluzzi**

It’s rare to find a thing as much fun and captivating! Glitter here, glitter there... glitter can go... anywhere? Adina, Portola Valley Library

---

**Adult Non-Fiction: Book of the Month: Bennington Bears by Jaret Katten**

Ready for the adventure? Jaret Katten is a bloodthirsty portrayal of a deadly personal telling of his passion and experience growing up at a teen monster school! In one and beautiful narrative story, she shares total curl free and laws with visual and sometimes humorous storytelling. Dearborn, John Library

---

**Young Adult Fiction: Mr. Marvel: Vol. 1: The Normal by G. Willow Wilson**

The whole Ms. Marvel series is available now! At once, and you should start with this one! Kamala Khan is a high school student trying to balance her much life with her parents’ expectations of behavior for a proper Muslim girl. Throw a newly developed set of superpowers into the mix, and suddenly your life can’t have more than one can handle.

Duran, Foster City Library

---

**Adult Non-Fiction: A Fire Story by Brian Fies**

A gripping look at the 2017 California fires from the eyes of Brian Fies, who lost his home. Fies’s illustrated account is not only a personal story of a community struggling after disaster, but also the

Jenna, Foster City Library

---

**Children’s Book: The Dream Keeper and Other Poems by Langston Hughes, illustrated by Brian Pinkney**

Written almost a century ago, Hughes’ powerful words, about beauty and hope still ring true today. Parents and children will enjoy Pinkney’s artistic interpretations through scratchboard technique in which a white sheet of paper is covered in blank ink and then scratched off to shape the sun, children, and the dreams of grownups. Carmen, Half Moon Bay Library

Make sure to follow our blogs for updates on new events, resources, and services.